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Abstract

'A
Many of the failure mechanisms which cause reliability problems in VLSI chips
can be influenced or avoided in the circuit design phase. RELIC is a
reliability simulator developed to analyze and predict the stress and wear on
MOS VLSI chips due to such mechanisms. RELIC uses a simple methodology for
abstracting the idea of the stress from any particular failure mechanism, thus
allowing analyses of many different failure mechanisms. There are currently
three failure mechanisms analyzed by RELIC: metal migration, hot-electron
trapping, and time-dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB).
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RELIC: A RELIABILITY SIMULATOR FOR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

Teresa S. Hohol
Lance A. Glasser

Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Research Laboratory of Electronics

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge. MA. 02139

ABSTRACT* model from a combination of theory and experimental re-
sults.

Many of the failure mechanisms which cause reliability While the simulation of failure mechanisms has been
problems in VLSI chips can be influenced or avoided in proposed previously, there are two major differences be-
the circuit design phase. RELIC is a reliability simula- tween earlier simulators and RELIC. First, RELIC calcu-
tor developed to analyze and predict the stress and wear lates stress and wear based on actual dynamic voltages
on MOS VLSI chips due to such mechanisms. RELIC and currents determined by circuit simulation, and not
tie- a simple methodology for abstracting the idea of on the basis of worst-case static operating conditions. In
thc re-, from any particular failuret mechanism, thus addition. RELIC is the first reliability simulator to run
alluiMg analyses of rnan. different failure mechanisms. failure tests for scveral mechanisms. RELIC provides a
There are currently three failure mechanisms analyzed by structure in which existing inodels may be easily changed,
RELIC: metal migration, hot electron trapping. and time and new models implemented with moderate effort. This
dependent dielectric breakdo%%n (TDDB). is accomplished by the use of a simple methodology for

handling the stress and wear caused by itiany different
failure mechanisms.

1. Introduction 2. Stress and Wear
RELIC is a reliability simulator developed to analyze One of the unifying concepts used in RELIC is that

the stress and wear on MOS VLSI chips. RELIC is de- when a device accumulates a certain amount of stress
signed to help the circuit designer develop competitive over time (wear), it fails. This stress may be in the form
and reliable chips with minimal extra effort. By using of trapped charge in the ate oxide casing breakdownRELIC, chip designers can design, not only for worst-case (TDDB), or in the form of a transistor threshold shift
speed and power Glasser 85. but also for worst-case reli- causing circuit malfunction. Regardless of which paric-ability. RELIC is not built around any particular failure ular failure phenomena is being testing, we can abstractb a n the idea of stress, and determine the MTTF of the device
phenomena or model; rather, RELIC exists as a system on the basis of stress and circuit configuration alone.
in which many failure mechanisms can be simulated and
new models easily implemented. RELIC predicts the reliability of the circuit by first cal-

RELIC simulates those failure mechanisms which are culating the wear which each circuit device experiences
under the control, or at least the influence, of the circuit over one normal cycle of operation. We define a normal
designer. For such failure mechanisms, there exist models cycle of operation to be the time it takes to run the cir-which relate the median time to failure (MTTF) of the cuitry through one routine of whatever it does. The weardeice to the operating voltages and currents of the cir- w on each device is calculated as the integral of stress s
cuit and the actual layout of the chip. RELIC employs a over time.
circuit simulator so that the voltages and currents used [
in stress calculations are worst-case operating waveforms W(t) - ,(t')dt'. (I)
and not just the maximum %oltages or currents. We assume a deterministic point of view which says that

The idea of reliability simulation is not a new one and the amount of wear a device can stand until it fails is
software tools have been proposed to check circuit designs the critical value of wear w(Tfail). w(Tf.i,) is a random
for certain reliability hazards, such as metal migration or variable with a mean and variance which must be deter-hot electrons A simulator to determine metal migration mined from tests on fabricated devices. The critical value
was described by Kokkonen 'Kokkonen 84 . Substrate of wear may also depend on how and where a device iscurrent circuit simulators have been described by Sing used in a circuit. For example, the amount of hot electron
,Sing 80 and Sakurai (Sakurai 85., from which predic- stress a device can endure without failure depends on its
tions about hot electron trapping can be made. Another position and function in the overall circuit.
hot electron simulator has been proposed by C. T. Sah
,Iversen 86. who is currently developing a hot electron Once we know the critical value of wear (distribution)

and the stres rate, we can And the time-to-failure, Tfr1 ,
where

Support for this research was provided by the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency of the Department Tl.t- - , (2)
of Defense under contract number N00014-80-C-0622. (s)
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and where the average stress is system to fail. Given an independent system, P,,work is
equal to the product of the probabilities that each device
is working. Thus, P.y.f51 is found to be

= , w(t)dt (3) Py = 1 - 11( - PwO. (7)

in addition, if all of the individual probabilities for de-

Note that we are making the assumption that the stress vice failure are small, and the cross products of (7) even
rte atdeerm ain t e noralcptle. hat t sremin on smaller, we may thcn use what is known as the Rare Erentrate, as determ ined t or one norm al cycle, % ill rem ain con- A p o i a i n - n h s a p o i a i n h r b h lldtfotielife of the circuit. Approzimatzon. I' ing this approximation, the probahil-

Idit for the li.ity of system failure becomes the linear sum of the indi-
Another important assumption here is that the stress, vidual failure probabilities for each device. That is,

s, is of the form P.y,-.,i < Prf, 2.. (8)

s(t) = A(t)cbE (4)
Note that this only works if there are a small number of

where A(t), b, and E, are quantities whose form varies devices ndv such that nd.v - 7 .
for each failure model. E is assumed to be approximately
constant over time. These assumptions for s are valid 3. System Structure and Implementation
because the phenomena which we are considering all have
exponential character in energy space. (See example of
metal migration model later.) Given the fact that stress
s depends exponentially on E, if E is a normal random
variable then s is a log-normal variable. PX

Substituting (3) and (4) into (2), and taking the log of
both sides, we then have

fir [T"ft, FFigure 1. Structure of the RELIC System
InTfait = Inw(Tfri) - In f A(t)eIEdt (5)

The RELIC simulator consists of three parts: a pre-
processor, a modified circuit simulator, and a post pro- W
cessor, as illustrated in Fig I. We use the circuit simula-

which reduces to tor both to simulate the circuit to determine voltage and
current waveforms and to calculate device stress based on
these conditions. The simulator in this implementation is

In Tf.,, = In w(Tr ,i) - In A - bE. (6) RELAX2.2 from the University of California at Berkeley
,White 85i . What we have done, basically, is to introduce
into RELAX some new device models, one for each failure
mechanism we are simulating.

Therefore, because E was a normal random variable, and
a was consequently log-normal, then Tfrij, which depends
inversely on s also has a log-normal probability distri-
bution. RELIC assumes log-normal distributions for all 1 0MMU" W O.
failure mechanisms. r sm

This generalized model of stress is applicable for all cul" MM IF

of the failure models which are currently implemented in 8VX"_T
RELIC. A, b, and E can be determined from model and
circuit parameters and circuit simulation. The critical oAMMTM
wear value w(Tfai) must be determined experimentally
and, as mentioned earlier, could depend on a device's lo-
cation and function in the circuit. Figure 2. Reliability Tt Structures

Once RELIC has computed the time-to-failure distri-
bution for each device, it then combines the distributions
for each device to obtain the total failure distribution for These new models, which I shall refer to as rdial-
the entire circuit. Using the assumption that the failure it/ test structurea are connected to the circuit nodes of
of one device has no effect on the probability of failure of the device undergoing testing to measure its voltages and
any other device, we then treat the failure probabilities currents, and from these operating conditions, along with
as being independent. Given that, then the probability the device sise and proceesing parameters, calculate the
of system failure Py,fai is Pysfuai = I - P,work, where instantaneous stress on that device jFig 21. Besides sens-
Pymork is the probability that the system has not failed. ing the circuit operating conditions, test structures also
Assume that one device failure is enough to cause the employ circuit nodes connected to various configurations

isi
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of resirtor s rd c::'-.ri+ors to calcuate ir.termediate 4ual.. the instantaneous stress calculated by the metal migra-
tities. A final node, the wear node, is used to output the tion equations and, therefore, the voltage on N4 is pro-
accumulated stress. This node is connected to a grounded portional to the amount of metal migration stress on the
capacitor and input a current proportional to the instan- wire.
taneous stress, so that the voltage across this node repre-
sents the total wear incurred. The stress on the wire due to metal migration is roughl%

expressed as
The RELIC preprocessor. PREL. takes an input file ,(t) .- .4J 2 (t)e ( 4' (9)

which describes the circuit according to REI..\X s~ntax. where .4 is relaied to the wire's ph% sica! -ize, J is the cur-
This input file mit-i ako contain some RELIC command, r d th rogh Ihe %%ire, E, Is the I". tiation enerW.
indi atinig %hich desices to test. and for nhich t'aiht, eI- lloltyman h cntheir, ..', is the sirtmperu..

eCdlanisms. PREL modifies this iic to iiciude the p- Note that this is consistent with our assumption earlier

propriate reliabilit t st struct tires tr each device I nder- that th is is onsistet w ah eur oasumtion ear ,

going esting. PREL ao instruct the circuit simulator that the stress in our odels was exp ftial i eer.
to output the soltag, dsaveforu for the new wear node. space. This is also true in the hot electron and '[)DJI
thio nutputew ircit niation isftor imulaedb thenww e itiodels. Details on all of the equation.s and parameter-
This new circuit configiration is 0then simulated by the used in RELIC can he found in Hohol AG.
circuit simulator for one normal cycle of operation and
the wear incurred for this cycle is output. Final!), the The hot electron and TDDB models are implemented
RELIC postprocessor must compare this device wear in- in basically the same way as the metal migration mode .

formation with critical failure wear data to determine the Both of these reliability test structures have sensing nodet
time-to-failure of individual devices and the MTTF for which connect in parallel to the source, gate, drain, and
the entire circuit. The postprocessor is currently under bulk nodes of the transistor being tested. Because these
development at the time of this writing, test structures are inserted in parallel with the circuit

4. Failure device being tested, the user does no! have to specif%
Failure M additional nodes in the circuit (unlike the wire model.

The current implementation of RELIC contains mod- which is inserted serially and requires two nodes instead

els for metal migration Kokkonen 84 . hot electron trap- of oe).

ping Hsu 82, and time dependent dielectric breakdown
Chen 85. Presented here are the salient features of the 5. Results: An Example
metal migration model, %hich incorporates the effects of
JR heating, thermal capacitance, and thermal resistance. 5v
The wire stress depends on the wire temperature and cur- n so
rent waveforms em

rno . suml." IO 7
4' ': P.s,,,Figure 4. IBM Bootstrapped SuperhufTer. St re.sed

Figure 3. Implementation of the Wire Model RELIC was used to analyze one version of an IBM

Bootstrapped Superbuffer, shown in Fig I . This cir-
cuit uses two stages of bootstrapping to in order to drise

The wire model is a 4-node reliability test structure, a large capacitive load. However, the result of thi- dou-
Two of the nodes..VI and .N2, represent the ends of the ble bootstrapping is a large amount of hot electron and
wire and are connected to the circuit nodes on either end TDDB stress on transistor Mi.
of the wire. (This feature is not well-supported by layout
extractors, which consider a wire to be one node in the
circuit; consequently. the locations of all wires the user "
wishes to simulate must be identified in the PREL input
file.) RELIC models the electrical behavior of the wire
as a pi model, having the wire's resistance between NI
and NP and half the wire capacitance from each of these N, ._

nodes to ground Fig 3,.

4 The wire model also employs a node, NS. for use in cal-
culating an intermediate quantity. The stress on the wire -
is dependent on the wire temperature, which is a function .. .........
of the thermal capacitance and resistance. The thermal
equivalent RC circuit is also shown in Fig 3,, where the Figure 5. Hot Electron and TDDB Wear on Mi
voltage on NS represents the change in temperature of the
wire.

When the input NI to the superbuffer is low and the
___ The final node of the wire model is N4, which is the bootstrap action has been completed, the source and gate

S wear node. The current source, Se, is proportional to of transistor Mi are at Ov and the drain Nt is around
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12.5 v. This large voltage differential across the oxide be- which protects the drain of Ml from voltages higher than
tween the gate NI and the drain Nf creates large amounts VI - VT, (See [Fig 81). The 12. v voltage drop is now
of TDDB stress and wear (See 1Fig 5). When the input spread across two transistors instead of one. Although
Ni to the superbuffer rises again, transistor M1 turns the drain of Mt is still at 12.5v, the gate of that transis-
on, with an initial drain-to-source voltage of 12.5 v. This tor is at 5 v which reduces to voltage across the gate oxide
large saturation voltage generates hot electron stress and to 7.5 v, which does not register any TDDB stress for the
wear on the gate oxide of tfj (also in Fig 5). oxide thickness of 125 A. Similarly, the approximately 8 v

__________________________________________ voltage drop from the drain to the soirce of A1S2 does not
register any hot electrn effects (See Fig 8 ). In order

" to redure the meril nii r :t inn stress, I increased the % ire
,.._ width to lopm. This caIse the- current density in the

wire to decrease, and conseqtently, no metal migratior
wear is measured (also in Fig 8).

I ' 6. Conclusions

- --. ,in.. , .'- \ In this paper we have presented RELIC, a reliabilit-,
... , ............----.. --- simulator for determining stress and wear oil integrated

""- circuits. RELIC employs a unifying strategy for ab-
e6. Metal Migration Wear on Output Wire stracting stress from individual failure mechanisms, and

Figure 6therefore allows for the analysis of many different fail-
ure mechanisms. The heart of the RELIC simulator is

In order to test RELIC on a metal migration simula- a circuit simulator, employed both to determine instan-

tion, I added a 2000um long wire with a width of 5 pm to taneous voltage and current waveforms and to carry out

the output node NS of the superhuffer. As this wire was the actual equations for calculating stress due to failure

charged and discharged, the currents through the metal mechanisms. The analyses carried out by RELIC on two

werc found to cause metal migration wear. This wear is versions of the IBM Bootstrapped Superbuffer show how

shown on the plot in Fig 6 . Nute that the metal migra- this tool may be used by circuit designers to both identif>

tion wear increases and decreases as the current in the problems and verify their correction.

wire changes direction, but that the net wear appears to
be in the negative direction. This does not mean that References
there is negative wear on the Aire, but that the wear
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Computer-Aided Circuit Reliability Work at
M.I.T.

Lance A. Glasser

January 6, 1987

The first formal M.I.T. course on transistors was taught in 1953. Dispite this early
start, for most of the 70's the Institute maintained only a small integrated circuit
research effort. In 1977 M.I.T. made a strategic decision to reemphasize microsystem
technology and since that time the size of this program has increased dramatically, with
new faculty being hired each year. The program is now large and vibrant, spanning

Aresearch areas from nanometer structures to multiprocessor architectures. One of
the many areas which has received recent attention is electrical issues in large digital
machines, where a "large" machine is one whose physical dimensions are big compared
to the distance a bit spans as it speeds across the machine. Within this area, five
critical topics are being addressed: I/O, synchronization (e.g., clocking), power, noise,
and reliability. It is this last topic which is addressed in the accompanying article.

RELIC is our first attempt to design a simulation program which enables the
engineer to design high-performance circuits not only for worst-case speed, power, and
noise margin, but also worst-case reliability. Our program is the first to support the
reliability simulation of a circuit stressed by several dynamic reliability hazards.

As process and device technologies advance, the constraints that must be dealt with
continually become more complex and difficult. Nevertheless, this complex constraint
space is today reflected in the circuit domain as an orthogonal set of relatively simple
rules. We do not believe that this simplicity can be maintained. In the future, product
competitiveness will be determined, in part, by the ability of the circuit designer to

, design systems which simultaneously extract the maximum performance from critical
devices while avoiding the edge of complex-shaped low-reliability regimes. This will
be possible only with the use of high-quality reliability models and computer-aided
design tools. RELIC is a demonstration of the sort of low-level design tools which will
be necessary. (It is also worthwhile to ask about higher-level tools which aid reliability
design.)



One of the limitations of RELIC is that reliability models are not sufficiently devel-
oped to predict the failure rate of a chip, even given exact process and circuit models.
Nevertheless, it should be possible to compare two circuits for relative reliability and
thereby guide the design of high-reliability parts. There is a second, less obvious,
application. One commonly used technique for improving the reliability of a part is
to do an accelerated burn-in to remove the weak devices, those which contribute to
infant mortality. It is not always clear, however, how to accelerate the stress on a part
because, though one may raise the power-supply voltage from 5 to 7 V, the voltages
internal to the chip need not follow. (Consider voltages controlled by current mirrors
or charge pumps.) One therefore needs to design for stressability. For high reliability
applications one must be able to design a circuit so that accelerated burn-in can be
accomplished. RELIC is suited to this task.

RELIC is a first-generation program. It is an experimental program written by
Miss Terry Hohol on an experimental program (RELAX 2.2). It is therefore not
surprising that while the program is operational, it is neither robust nor user friendly.
But we have learned many things from RELIC. A second-generation program, now
under development, will improve upon RELIC in five ways: (1) it will be based on a
more solid circuit simulation program; (2) the models will be improved based on our
better understanding of the literature; (3) the control structure will be modified so
that it is easy to see the long-term effects of transconductance, threshold, and leakage
degradation on circuit performance; (4) a post-processor will be added which predicts
failure rates and cumulative percent fails in terms of the "wear" simulation variables.
This means that one must model the MTTF and o of as many as three statistical
populations (main, freak, infant); and (5) we intend to make the second-generation
program more robust and hence usable by the community.

Assuming that we can accomplish these tasks, a simulation program is still only
as good as the models. Improved models are desperately needed. Even after all
these years of research, metal migration is still not well understood. For instance,
one can find in the literature papers that predict that pulsed operation is better, and
worse, than steady-state operation. Hot carrier models are in reasonable shape for
dc excitation but, again, the effects of trapping and de-trapping time constants on
dynamic stress is unclear. Time-dependent dielectric breakdown is not well modeled
even under dc excitation-from electric field data there appear to be at least two com-
peting mechanisms-and pulsed dynamics and interactions with hot-carrier stressing

are generally mysterious. Quality programs to do dynamic reliability simulation will
soon exist. It is hoped that the reliability physics community will be able to meet the
enormous challenge of quantifying the dynamics of device failure under stress so that
these programs can accurately predict system reliability.
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